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,·1 
Thisinvention relatesto improvementsin muf 

flers for internal combustion engines,and has 
particular reference to means for muming ex 
panding and noise producing gaSes discharged 
from automobile engines. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is to provide a device structurally characterized 
by a novel arrangement of elements functional 
1y related to mufie the noise of exhaust gaSeS 
discharged from an engine while reducing back 
preSSure upon the gaSesto a minimum to increase 
the eficlency of the engine. 
The explosion of the fuel within an internal 

combustion engine creates a high preSSure there 
in. Upon the opening of the exhaust portS the 
gas emerges at high welocity. The result is a 
suCCeSSlon of pulSations or slugs of gas at high 
pressure traveling through the exhaust manifold 
at a high Velocity. Upon the release of the gas 
slug into the atmosphere,another spurt in 
velocity is acquired due to expansion and a Sharp 
sound results,In order to silence the pulsating 
exhaust noises the mufler must Suppress the 
pressure peaks and thus even the flow of the 
escaping gas pulsations to the point where the 
Sound generated is Substantially uniform at all 
times. 
The present invention presents a Structure 

which Smoothes out to a large degree the pulsat 
ing effect of successive exhaust discharges from 
the engine,without Setting up any material back 
pressure within the engine. 
Other objects are simplicity and economy of 

construction,eficiency of operation and adapta 
bility for use with the various types of gaS 
engines. 
With these objects in view as well as other 

objects which will appear during the course of 
the specification,reference will be made to the 
drawings wherein: 
Fig,1 is an elevational view partly broken to 

disclose more fully the features of my invention, 
Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view taken on 

1ine II?II of Fig,1. 
Fig.3 is an enlarged fragmental Sectional view 

portion of the mufer. 
Throughout the several views of the drawings 

1ike reference numbers refer to similar parts and 
the numeral 10 designates a foraminous cylinder 
or tube made of a rigid material such as sheet 
metal provided with a substantially unobstructed 
central duct 12 through the full 1ength of the 
mufler. The end portions 14 of cylinder 10 are 
plain and fit respectively into the engine exhaust 
plpe 16 and outlet exhaust pipe 18,through which 
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the gases are discharged into the atmosphere. 

Built about the foraminous portion of cylinder 
10 is a housing 20 comprising a tubular wal122 
provided with end plates 24 and 26 whereby a 
chamber 28 is formed about the said cylinder. 
AS shown Wall 22 is concentric with Cyinder 10, 
however,the Shape and relationship of theseparts 
Inight be varied if it iS found convenient or 
benefiCial. The Chamber iS prOVided adjacent 
the periphery of cylinder 10 with a plurality of 
convolutions of Screen wire 30 which are Slight 
1y Separated from the cylinder 10 by means here 
inafter referred to. POSitioned in Chamber 28 
outside SCreen Wire 30 is packed with a porous, 
gas preSSure abSorbing and Sound abSorbing ma 
terial,SuChas mineral fiber,Steel,C0pper 0r 0th 
er metallic Wool 32 or any other gas pressure 
absorbing and Sound abSOrbing material that is 
a non-inflammable material,Such as expanded 
Vermiculite,porouS aggregate,etC. In mount 
ing housing 20 on Cylinder 10,it is found con 
venient to weld the flange 34 of Said plate 24 to 
the cylinder 10,while the other end plate 26 is 
provided with an inwardly turned flange 36 and 

5 an outwardly turned flange 38,to present a Slid? 
ing fit forthe Cylinder 10. By means of this form 
of mounting,unequal expansion of parts will 
be compenSated for to prevent Separating of the 
joints. 

Referring now specifically to Fig,3 it will be 
noted that the foraminations or openings 40 aré 
formed through Cylinder 10 at an acute angle to 
the axis of the cylinder and in the general di? 
rection of the flow of gases therethrough,as 
indicated by the arrow. The flange or lip 42 at 
the forward edge of hole 40 is inclined inWardly 
in the general direction of flow of gases in cylin 
der 10. The fiange 44 at the rear edge of hole 
40 is inclined outwardly against the direction of 
exhaust gas fow through cylinder 10. As the 
highly pulsating gaS discharges paSS through 
Cylinder 10 each pulSation or Slug of gas in paSS 
ing lip 42 will Create a Suction to pull gaSes from 
28,then as the low preSSure phase of the gas flow 
through cylinder 10 registers with Said hole 10 
gaS Will be drawn into Chamber 28 thus tend 
ing to Smooth out the gas flow,After this proc 
eSS has been repeated many times due to the 
presence of the many holes,as Shown,the pulsat 
ing gas flow Will be gradually Smoothed out and 
the noise will be reduced to a uniform minimum, 
which will present a Substantially constant uni 
form hum,which is not objectionable to the 
68?? 

It Will be noted that openings 40 in general 
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pattern are arranged in Spiral rows to Spin the 
gases and thereby to further lend to the Smooth 
ing of the pulsating gas Stream by SuppreSSing 
the pressure peaks,and also to the Silencing of 
the noise Created by the eSCaping gaS. The lipS 
44 extending outwardly from the Cylinder 10 Serve 
also as bearing points for SCreen 30 thus holding 
the Screen in Slightly Spaced relation to the Outer 
periphery of the Cylinder 10. 
From the foregoing deSCription it is evident 

that I have produced a,Simple and Comparative 
1yinexpensive mufer Which efectively Sm00thes 
out the pulSating gaSes discharged from an in 
ternal Combustion engine and mufles the at 
tendant noises,and at the Same time reducing 
the back preSSure to a minimum. 
What I Claim is: 
A mufier Comprising a perforated Cylinder 

having a Substantialy uniform gas duct extend 
ing therethrough,a closed casing formed about 
Said perforated Cylindert0 form a Chamber there 
about,a layer of SCreen positioned in Said Cham 
ber about said perforated cylinder,a Sound 
absorbing material filling Said Chamber betWeen 
said screen and Said Casing,Said perforated Cyl 
inder being formed to preSent inWardly and rear? 
wardly inclined lips at the forward edges of the 
perforations therein and outWardly and forward? 
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1y inclined lips at the rearward edges of said 
perforations,Said outwardly inclined lips con 
tacting and Supporting Said SCreen in SpaCed rela? 
tion from Said cylinder. 

WILLARD H,ENGELS? 
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